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Introduction. The (n,n) Correspondence with complete symmetry between X and was first set up by Emch 1 as follows:
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three planes osculating the cubic can

be drawn, and, due to the continuity of (1), all these planes will be determined.
To each plane corresponds n lines which lie in it. Line t is therefore a 3n-fold
line on the surface. Hence the 3n lines through any point of line t lie in three
planes, n lines in a plane.

Between the points of line t and of the spaee cubic there is a (l,3)-corresThen by Zeuthen's formula, (2) above, there are four coincidences.
These are due to the four points where the line t intersects the developable on the
cubic. The line t intersects four lines on this developable, and these lines are
formed by the intersection of two consecutive osculating planes of the cubic.
Hence, there are n torsals at each of these four points, a torsal point being one in
which two consecutive generatrices of the surface intersect.
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the genus of the surface and r the multiplicity of the directrix.
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and its roots separate into 2n sets of (n — 1) numbers each, each
same double root. The two sets of values, the X-set and the ju-set,
given by (1) are indistinguishable. Hence the roots of A =0 represent both sets.
First, consider these roots as ^-values, and let line
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Clearly there are 2n 2 —2n such torsal points since there are 2n such sets of (n-1)

A=0
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If the roots of
are considered as X-values then 2n 2 —2n
formed on the 5n-fold directrix line t.
These same results might have been obtained by using Zeuthen's formula (2)
on the (l,n) -correspondence that exists between the points on either carrier and
the lines on F^n We observe that I+n of the torsal points on the surface are not
accounted for by the roots of A =0. These are independent of the relation (1)
and are determined by the choice of line t. They always occur in sets of n at the
four points where line t strikes the developable on the cubic. They are part of the
multiple curve, the 3n-fo\d directrix, but the residual double curve does not pass
through them.
The torsal points of the surface not on directrix line t lie on 2n lines, {n-1) on a
line. The torsal points of the surface on line t are so arranged that the torsal lines
on t lie in sets of (n-1) each in 2n planes on t.
Through the line t pass 3n sheets of the surface in such a manner that the Sn
lines through any point of t lie n at a time in three planes. Exceptions occur only
for the roots of A =0, causing two of the planes to coincide thereby producing
torsals as already found. Hence the surface has no double lines or stationary lines.
A generic section of the surface is a curve of order 4n and genus (n-1) 2 It has
7n 2 ~4n nodes, Y<i3n(3n-1) of which are due to the 3n-io\d directrix line on the
surface. Hence, there is a residual double curve on the surface of order }45n(n-l).
By a formula due to Wiman the genus of the residual double curve is
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The number D (actual double points on the double curve) is increased by 2 for
each double line on the surface and by 1 each time that two torsal lines cross.
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obtained a rational, ruled, normal quartic surface F. There are two
types of surface F in *S 5 (a) one with an ooi system of directrix conies and the
other (b) with a directrix line. Mapping by (3) gives type (a). A base point of
order k in plane t maps into a rational curve of order k in S 5 Then the base
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statement consider
the oo i system of conies in w on the four base points. A conic in w maps into a
curve of order 8 but from this octic splits off three lines and a cubic leaving a
conic on F. There are ooi f these on F, as in w, and each is determined by one
point on F, just as in ir one point in the plane determines a conic of this pencil,
and this one point maps into just one point on F. No two conies on F intersect
since no two conies of the pencil intersect in any points outside of the base points.

point of
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conies intersect. b
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This surface F also contains oo3 directrix cubics any such curve being determined by three points of F. All these can be obtained as hyperplane sections

F

any given generator. This statement is clear when we consider
w the rational cubics through the four base points and with a double
point at the triple base point. By the mapping a cubic goes into a Cu but from
this twelve-ic splits off two cubics and three lines thus leaving a cubic. Since any
three points in -k outside of the base points determine one of these cubics in tt,
then any such directrix cubic is determined by three points on F. In the plane ir
any two of these cubics intersect in two free points, hence on F any two of the
directrix cubics do likewise. There are oo 3 such cubics in w, hence that many on F.
This normal surface in S b can now be projected from a line in S b and the ruled
quartic we have studied in S s is obtained.
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others of which (u-1) are at each

of its points on a directrix, thus discarding 2n-2 in

all.

Then
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the residual 6-curve

which each
may be
considered as A- or //-values and in each case (2n 2 -2n) torsal points are determined
on one of the directrices. The surface has If.ii additional torsals, as given by the
general formula, These arise, n at a time, at the four points where the line t intersects the developable of order 4 on the cubic. They are on the twisted cubic and
the residual 6-curve does not pass through them.
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Then ]h =?i — 2n--\-l = (n-1) (n
and this is the genus of the residual
double curve. As before, the rational surface of this class can be obtained by first
mapping the plane into a quartic in # 5 with a directrix line.
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